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The 7.0 release of bepress Digital Commons is a big release, and we’re excited to bring many new features and improvements to you, your authors, and your visitors. New features are automatically available to subscribers after December 2, 2011.

Improvements for Visitors

New SOLR search engine - With the 7.0 release, visitors are able to use a new and faster search engine, powered by SOLR. This is a first step toward significantly increasing the power to search within and across Digital Commons repositories, so stay tuned for future improvements.

Improved navigation of communities.html - The Collections page in Digital Commons, Communities.html, provides quick access to all of the communities and publications in a repository. We’re releasing a new, collapsible menu on the Collections page that lets visitors browse the uppermost “tiers” of the repository or view the entire collection at once.

Improvements for Authors

New "Author Dashboard" - The Author Dashboard is a personalized reporting tool that helps an author see who is reading his or her content. The dashboard will be available to all authors via their My Account page.
Via their personal dashboard, authors may now view their download counts in real time, learn which search terms were used to find their work, uncover where that work was found, and discover which institutions accessed their content. Authors may view a summary of this information for all articles or for individual articles. Authors may also limit their view to just the past 30 days or view an “All Time” history.

**Improvements for Administrators and Editors**

**New “Admin Toolbar”** - Administrators and editors who are logged into the system can now quickly access administrative tools through the Admin Toolbar. Located conveniently at the top of nearly every public webpage of the repository, the toolbar can be toggled on and off, allowing administrators to view links to the Manage Submissions, Usage Reports, and Configuration page of each publication. “Edit” links are also available from the article records for quick revisions.

**Improved configuration tab** - Administrators use the site-level Configuration tab to access their tools for every publication and community in Digital Commons. From this tab, administrators will be able to enter either the title or the acronym of a publication or community into a new “Jump to Publication” search box. The results take administrators directly to the publication that they select. In conjunction with the new Admin Toolbar, administrators will have easier access to specific administrative tools from both the public and backend portions of Digital Commons.

**Taxonomy updates** – New entries in the Digital Commons three-tiered taxonomy of academic disciplines include:
- Arts and Humanities: Art and Design: Art and Materials Conservation
- Arts and Humanities: Art and Design: Book and Paper
Next Steps
If you haven’t already, make sure you have signed up any department or college-level stakeholders for the monthly IR activity email which we’ll be sending in mid-December. More details about this new report are available in http://digitalcommons.bepress.com/reference/46/.

For more information about the 7.0 release, please contact Client Services at 510-665-1200, ext. 2 or support@dc.bepress.com.